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A Note From:

The Editor

San Jose Stamp
Club Newsletter

SJSC
Established 1927
Club Show since 1928

APS Chapter 0264-025791
Meeting Information:
st

rd

1 and 3 Wednesday of each month, 7PM
790 Ironwood Dr. San Jose, CA 95125
rd

3 floor of dining room
APS circuit books at each month, presentations,
general buying, selling, trading, and much more!
Mail correspondents to:
P.O. Box 730993, San Jose, CA 95173
Annual dues: Adults/families: $12 | Youth: $6
Hardcopy of newsletter: $20

Happy April! This month’s newsletter features several stamp
collecting resources available online. Technology is a great the
stamp collector.
While many of us fear the use of technology on a daily basis,
your personal computer, tablet, and/or cell phone can open a
whole new dimension to stamp collecting. Connecting to
social media sites like Stamp World or Stamp Community
Forum allows a new collector to post questions about the
hobby as well as read reviews or answers by experts any day, at
anytime, and from all over the world.
Becoming a member to these sites is simple and generally is at
no cost—all you need is an email address. Once you are a
member you will have the benefits of a much larger ‘club’,
more ‘virtual members,’ and more knowledge and expertise.
Additionally, an online social stamp community can prove
beneficial for the more experienced collector. You can almost
always find someone who shares your passion and can begin a
real time online friendship with someone who may live near or
far while sharing your expertise with others.
Let’s not forget that an online presence can also connect a
buyer and a seller. Sellers now have a much larger audience
while shoppers have more inventories to choose from. At
times, you may feel that buying and selling in an online
community makes for a more straightforward and quick
transaction. Many times there is no need to auction and/or
place bids. You may simply make an inquiry and a purchase.
Hassel free.
Obviously, the best part of having an online presence in one or
more spaces provides the stamp collector with the opportunity
to learn, stay informed about events, and share information.
Instead of our world remaining small and enclosed, our world
becomes much bigger as the social media site brings people
together from all parts of the world.
It has been said that being connected with like minds fosters
creativity. As we take on the challenge of creating an entry for
our Filatetic Fiesta, consider pursuing and/or becoming a
member of one these sites. You may meet someone who
would be willing to attend Fiesta!
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Mobile Phone Application:

April 2016

Website:

This Day in History

StampWorld.com

In the summer, Mystic Stamp Company began sending a
daily “this day in history” e-mail. These daily emails
provide antidotes and historical contextualization of
various stamps.

Stamp World is a comprehensive database for stamp
collectors. This website serves as a free online stamp
catalogue, with more than 650,000 different stamps. Each
day new stamps are added to the database, and members
have the ability to add additional details or varieties. This
is like the Wikipedia of stamps! While it is not complete, it
is the most complete online resource.

Understanding the historical background or events that
led to the release of each stamp adds additional
significance to one’s collection.

Now that there is a smartphone and tablet application for
these historical tid-bits, you no longer have to worry about
sorting through your emails. Better yet, it will be stored on
the app for future reference.

Stamp World’s catalogue offers several unique and
customizable features. It allows you to make an inventory
of your stamp collections, wants, and sales. These
inventories can be broken down into several separate lists,
or kept as a complete inventory.

To get this free app for your iOS or Android device, just go
to the Apple App Store or Android’s Google Play Store and
search for ‘Mystic’s - This Day in History’.

Important Reminders!
Fiesta Update:
Fiesta is undergoing huge changes this year! We need
EVERYBODY to get involved. We have large and small
jobs. Please let Brian know how you can help!
Club T-Shirts:
I am excited to report that we will be ordering more tshirts. Please contact David O. for pricing information
and size requests. Be sure to order a fresh t-shirt to
represent SJSC at upcoming events!
Continued on page
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Trivia:

Interesting Addresses

The catalogue features colored pictures of each stamp and
additional details related to the stamp. Adding stamps to
your collection is quick and simple. It creates a checklist
system. There are boxes to check: mint, unused, used,
FDC. Additionally, creating your want list follows the
same process.

(Submitted by Doug Gary)

Since I did not get any responses with the correct
answer I will reveal it.

This letter was addressed to Dr. West, a dentist in
Chicago!
Dr. West served as a practice round. The April address
has had Doug stumped for years! He is hoping
publishing this address will bring him some answers!
Below is a picture of the envelope. A larger copy will be
enclosed with the newsletter.
If you have any clues that may be useful email Doug
Gary!

In addition to the stamp catalogue and inventory, Stamp
World offers a place for stamp collectors to connect and
interact. The site features discussion forums,
buying/selling, and links to stamp resources, messaging,
and club/society information.
SJSC is listed on Stamp World. Check it out!

Do you have a submission for an upcoming
newsletter? Please e-mail me at jrodriguex@me.com!
Please include “SJSC” in the subject field. This will
ensure I read the e-mail in the event that it is sent to
‘junk.’
All content received will be published as written. I will
correct minor punctuation as found, but do not want
to be responsible for edits that may change the
meaning of your article. IF you would like me to edit,
please send me an email request 'proof and edit'. I
prefer to receive entries in plain text or Word doc.
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SJSC Member Submission: Jim Sauer
Modern Rarities
Items every U.S. collector should look for…

F

irst Day Covers—a drug on the market, right? Well, maybe not so much. In every endeavor there are unexpected vagarities
and these can lead to some very interesting situations from time to time.
A case in point is our first item. A booklet of 15 stamps of Merian Botanical Prints was issued March 3, 1997. They were
serpentine die cut 11.2 X 11.8 self-adhesives and there were first day covers of course.
A quirk of this issue was the arrangement of the stamps in the booklet: three groups of five stamps with the fifth stamp placed
sideways in relation to the other four which created an anomaly in the die cutting. The sideways stamp is serpentine die cut 11.2
on the top and bottom, 10.8 on the left side. The right side is 11.2 broken by a sloping die cut where the stamp meets the vertical
die cutting of the two stamps above it. There are two of the sideways stamps of one design in the booklet with the other having a
straight edge on the left side. There is only one on each 15 stamp booklet of the other (pineapple) design.
So, this gives us three different varieties for every 25 stamps printed—there’s another booklet of only ten stamps. Which
brings us to the first day cover. With one chance in every 25 FDCs, in 2500 covers there are only 250 of each variety—if anyone
notices them...

The First Day Cover franked with Scott 3128a. Shown in the inset is the intersection where the die cut variety was created.

Another variety to watch for is the Hank Williams stamp perforated 11.2 X 11.5, Scott 2723A. The perforated 10 variety is valued at 60¢,
while the 11.2 X 11.5 is valued at $17.50. This is a good plate block to watch for that’s misidentified, its valued at $120.00, as opposed
to $3.25 for the perf 10 plate block. It pays to pay attention. How many of you carry a perf guage, tongs and magnifier with you?
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2016 Officers

Brian Jones
President
408.300.3377
bfj39@yahoo.com
David Occhipinti
Vice President
408.723.0122
Stanley Flowerdew
Secretary
408.378.5550
sflowerdew@earthlink.net
Richard Clever
Treasurer
408.238.0893
asiaphil@concetric.net
Jessica Rodríguex
Newsletter Editor
408.656.0623
jrodriguex@me.com
Jim Steinwinder
Webmaster
408.644.4090
callcps@aol.com
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A Word From

Our President
Do you feel the wind of change blowing? After 8 years of
service, Stephen Schumann has resigned as General Chairman
of Filatelic Fiesta. We can all wish him well with his work on
NY’16 and run for APS office as well as his other philatelic
activities.
I have accepted responsibility as the new General Chairman.
To make this work, some significant changes in how the show
is operated are being implemented. The major responsibilities
are being given to individuals to lead and with the full
support of the club & committee members.
It is my professional experience that to get a job done, there
needs to be leader and clearly defined responsibilities. What
each of these are will be communicated in the next couple of
weeks. The SJSC is a team and everyone is expected to do
what they can to help.
The major committees are: Bourse, Exhibits, Facilities,
Publicity, Hospitality, Awards, Programs & Speakers, and
Finance. A LOT more detail about these will be discussed at
future meetings. I am developing an org chart and brief
descriptions of each committee.
Wayne Menuz is continuing to run the bourse. Nestor Nunez
has stepped to help Ed Laveroni with the exhibits. Jessica
Rodriguex is going to run hospitality. Richard Clever
continues to keep the books with help from George Leslie
doing the budget. We need to find leaders for facilities,
publicity, and awards. Stephen Schumann will continue to
organize the jury, as we will maintain our status as an APS
World Series of Philately show.

James Sauer
President/Editor Emeritus
408.445.2694
hjamessauer@yahoo.com
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Stamp Trivia:
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Website:

Early Stamps

Stamp Community Forum

1. One of Canada's earliest stamps (1851) depicts this
animal:
a. Goose
b. beaver
c. Wolverine
d. moose

Stamp Community Forum, also known, as Stamp
Community Family is a useful tool for asking and
answering any question about philately. Have a
question about which album is best? What stamp is
this? Is this eBay listing a good deal? How should I
store my stamps? The discussion opportunities are
endless.

2. One of Australia's earliest stamps (1913) depicts the
country's map along with this animal:
a. Kangaroo
b. koala
c. Kookaburra
d. emu
3. On an early stamp of Burma (1940) an elephant:
a. Pulls a barge
b. plows a rice field
c. Moves teak
d. carries a prince
4. On an early Dubai stamp (1963), this creature rests
alongside the portrait of a sheik:
a. Snake
b. scorpion
c. Hermit crab
d. mosquito

SCF allows for you to become educated on your
collection subject. If you are an expert on a particular
topic, SCF provides an outlet for you to help newer or
less experienced collectors. In addition you are able to
connect with philatelists across the world!

5. What is featured on one of Egypt's earliest stamps
(1867)?
a. A mummy
b. a camel
c. The sphinx
d. a galleon

SCF provides an additional outlet for buying, selling,
and training. There is an entire section dedicated to
EBay sales. Members can post their usernames; this
could be a way to improve your sales. Members are
encouraged to buy from their “friends.” In addition,
there is drop down search menu that can make finding
what you are looking for a bit easier.

6. Both large and small varieties of these, are featured on
early Finland stamps (1856-58):
a. Emeralds
b. opals
c. Pearls
d. rubies
7. This 'divine herald of mythology' appears on the earliest
of Greek stamps (1861):
Answer: (One Word)
8. Iraq's first stamps (1923-25) issued under the British
mandate, depict:
a. A Sunni mosque
b. all of these
c. Boats on the Tigris
d. an Assyrian winged bull
9. Jordan's first stamp as an independent kingdom (1946)
depicts:
a. Creak Castle
b. its monarch
c. Its flag
d. symbols of peace and liberty
10. Kiribati, among the first to usher in every New Year,
issued a stamp in 1979, depicting the country's flag.... and
on this flag is shown:
a. The sun on a watery horizon c. the Southern Cross
b. A map of the islands group
d. blue and white stripes
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At a recent meeting we discussed resources to free
album pages. SCF has a discussion post dedicated to
this. The link is posted below:
http://www.stampcommunity.org/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=11268
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A Word from Our President (continued)
As I write this, George is working on a budget. The emails are
flying fast and furious on the income and expenses for the show.
Exactly where we stand financially is evolving, it is clear we will
need to be very cautious with expenses and find ways to increase
income. Also, space at the Elk’s Lodge is very tight and we
currently are not clear on how to accommodate the youth table,
USPS, WPL table and auction.
With the club’s greatly increased role in running the show, I’m
proposing that the San Jose Stamp Club start sponsoring the
Grand Award. This will cost the club several hundred dollars,
and I believe we can do this. This is a logical step considering our
new role in the show.
I accepted the responsibility of the new General Chairman of
Philatelic Fiesta, as I am confident the membership of the San
Jose Stamp Club wills step-up and take on the necessary
responsibilities.
No matter your philatelic experience or physical limitations, we
will find something each person can contribute to. I look forward
to exploring this exciting new phase of Philatelic Fiesta with you.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me with any questions
or to see how you can help.
Regards,

Have You
Bookmarked
SJSC Web
Pages?
1

(https://sanjosesc.wordpress.com)

2

Stamp World:

(http://www.stampworld.com/fi/profi
les/pages/?

3

-Brian

Official Club Website:

Face book:

NEW Philatelic Fiesta General Chairman
(https://www.facebook.com/San-JoseStamp-Club-1721624398059089/)

Trivia Answers:
1. Beaver
2. Kangaroo
3. Move teak
4. Hermit crab
5. The sphinx
liberty

6. Pearls
7. Hermes
8. All of these
9. The sun on a watery horizon
10. Symbols of peace and

Don’t miss any
club news!
Everything is on
our web pages!

(Retrieved from:
http://www.funtrivia.com/playquiz/quiz344623f4f18.html)
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Save the Dates!
! April 6: SJSC Club Meeting

Hilltop Manor, 790 Ironwood Dr. San Jose, 95125, 7PM

! April 9-10: SOPEX Stamp Show (Oregon)

Jackson County Fairgrounds, 1 Peninger Rd. Central Point, OR
Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-4, 11 dealers, competitive exhibits, door prizes, free
stamps and literature, free admission, and free parking!

! April 20: SJSC Club Meeting
Special Topic: Starting an Exhibit (Ed Laveroni)
Hilltop Manor, 790 Ironwood Dr. San Jose, 95125m, 7PM

! April 23-24: Hal Lutsky’s Vintage Paper Fair

Golden Gate Park, 9th Ave & Lincoln Way, Hall of Flowers, County Fair Bldg

Sat. 10-6, Sun. 11-5, free admission, free appraisals
More information: http://www.vintagepaperfair.com/

! April 29-May 1: WESTPEX

San Francisco Airport Marriott Waterfront, 1800 Old Bayshore Hwy, Burlingame, 94010

Fri. & Sat. 10-6, Sun. 11-5, $5 admission good for all days, validated
parking, banquet, and much more!
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